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After the feedback was complete, Ambroise explored the
feedback to the various Sways that were recorded on
the Form. From here, he was able to give back feedback
to the student in question.
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Peer Assessment through
Microsoft Sway
Ambroise got in touch with the Digital Learning Team as
he was interested in looking at ways to get the students
to interact with each other through peer support and
assessment. The project came with some conditions that
had to be met. For example, the assessment had to be
anonymous where possible. Each student would also
need to be allocated 10 random presentations to
assess.
The presentations were created using Microsoft Sway.
Students had already expressed interest in the tool after
seeing some examples, and this was therefore a great
opportunity to explore using Sway in a way the students
might not have thought about.

Approach
The ﬁrst stage was for the students to create their
presentations (lab reports) using Microsoft Sway. Once
the presentations were complete, the students then
shared the URL of their Sway. The URLs were collected
using a Microsoft Form, another part of the digital toolkit
that was introduced through the Future Facing Learning
training. Care over the permissions of the Sway was
required in order to ensure that others could view the
Sway.
Students were then presented with a selection of
diﬀerent Sways from other students. It was suggested
that they pick at least 10 other Sways to examine and
explore.
To give feedback, the student used a Microsoft Form.
Ambroise gave the students some advice about giving
feedback: be positive and constructive wherever
possible.
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Outcome
Using Sway to create lab reports seemed popular.
Module Evaluation survey results indicated that this
approach was well received and that Sway was a useful
presentation tool. Future experiments might include
some rewards for students who reviewed more pieces –
possibly a digital badge or certiﬁcate?
The beneﬁts of peer assessment seemed apparent.
Students got to take an active part in not only their
learning experience, but that of their peers. By looking at
other presentations, they were also able to see how they
were performing by comparison.
There is still some work to be done to make the
workﬂow work more eﬃciently. Ambroise had to put in
time to ensure certain parts of the project ﬂowed. If this
approach was adopted, there might need some more
robust workﬂows put in place to ensure its wide spread
adoption.
After discussing the project with Ambroise, one of the
key things he came away with was "where there is a will,
there's a way". With some extra work on his part, using
both Forms and Sway could be made to work in the way
that leveraged a self and peer assessment tool. Whilst
not an out of the box solution, it certainly provided the
basis for what he wanted to achieve - putting students at
the heart of the project.

